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In this paper we study a conjecture of J. B. Carrell on the rationality of a
compact Kahler manifold admitting a holomorphic vector field with isolated zeroes.È
The conjecture, formulated in terms of Cq-actions, says that if Cq is acting on a
nonsingular projective variety X with exactly one fixed point, then X is rational.
We prove this is true under the additional assumption that in the tangent space at
the fixed point there is only one fixed direction. To prove this result we embed X
as a fibre in a family XU equipped with a suitable CU-action. Then we use a
C
U-equivariant projection onto the tangent space to XU at the sink. Q 1996
Academic Press, Inc.
In this paper we shall study the following conjecture of J. B. Carrell see
w x w x.8 , cf. also 7 :
Conjecture 1. If a compact Kahler manifold X admits a holomorphicÈ
vector field with isolated zeroes, then X is rational i.e., X is bimeromor-
.phic to a projective space .
As is well known, the above conjecture is equivalent to the following:
Conjecture 2. If X is a nonsingular projective variety admitting an
algebraic Cq-action with exactly one fixed point, then X is rational.
 w x.Conjecture 2 has been proved up to dimension 6 see 6, 3 . Here we
shall prove that it is true in the following special case:
THEOREM 3. Let X be a nonsingular projecti¨ e ¨ariety with an action of
Cq. Assume that there is only one fixed point p in X and that in the tangent
space T X there is only a line of fixed points with respect to the tangentp
Cq-action. Then X is rational.
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The idea of the proof is the following.
We prove first that X can be embedded Cq-equivariantly in a projective
space P such that Cq acts on P linearly with only one fixed point. We
consider also the product family C1 = P and we identify P with the fibre
 4 q 11 = P. We extend the C -action from P to C = P and also define an
action of CU on C1 = P. The closure of the CU-image of X, denoted by
X U , is a nonsingular one-parameter family of varieties containing X as a
fibre. Each fibre of X U is Cq-invariant and the fibre X over 0 g C1 is0
also CU-invariant. Finally, using the properties of CU-actions we prove the
rationality of X U and X. Examples of varieties with Cq- and CU-actions
w xillustrating the above theorem are studied in 5 .
All varieties and morphisms considered here will be algebraic and
defined over C. We shall start with recalling some known facts about
actions of the additive group Cq.
 .Let V denote a linear space and P V its projectivization. Assume there
q  .is given an action of C on P V . Such an action is induced by a
q  . qrepresentation of C in V. Any algebraic representation of C is of the
q  .  .form C g u ¬ exp uA g GL V , where A is a nilpotent endomorphism
of V. We choose coordinates in V such that the matrix of A is in Jordan
normal form, with the sizes of blocks forming a decreasing sequence
N G N G . . . G N . Denote the corresponding homogeneous coordinates1 2 r
 .in P V by
x , x , x , . . . , x , x , x , . . . , x , . . . , x .1, 0 1, 1 1, 2 1, N 2, 0 2, 1 2, N r , N1 2 r
 .  .Clearly a point z g P V is fixed iff x z s 0 for all j ) 0 and alli, j
i s 1, . . . , r. If z is not a fixed point, then the closure of its orbit is a
 w x.nonsingular curve see 9 containing one fixed point denoted by lim uz.
The homogeneous coordinates of lim uz may be found in the following
way.
  . 4  .Let b s max j: x z / 0 for some i . Then, for each pair i, j , wei, j
have
x z if j s 0 and b F N , .i , b ix lim uz s .i , j  0 if j ) 0 or N - b.i
If r s 1, then we say that the action is given by a one-block matrix.
LEMMA 4. In the tangent space T X there is only a line of fixed points ifp
and only if the induced action of Cq on the tangent space T X to X at p isp
gi¨ en by a one-block matrix.
Proof. This is obvious.
PROPOSITION 5. Let X be a nonsingular projecti¨ e ¨ariety with an action
of Cq. Assume that X has only one fixed point p and that the induced action
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of Cq on the tangent space T X to X at p is gi¨ en by a one-block matrix.p
Then there exists a projecti¨ e space P with a linear action of Cq with only
one fixed point, and an equi¨ ariant embedding of X in P.
w xProof. By the theorem of Blanchard 2 we may assume that X is
 .equivariantly embedded in some projective space P V with a linear action
of Cq. Of course, we may also assume that X is not contained in a
q  .C -invariant hyperplane. We choose coordinates in P V as above. We
 .may assume that p s 1, 0, . . . , 0 . Assume also r ) 1 as there is nothing to
prove if r s 1. From the one fixed point assumption it follows that
N ) N . Put1 2
P V s z g P V : ; ; x z s 0 .  .  . 41 i)1 j i , j
and
P V s z g P V : ; x z s 0 . .  .  . 4q j 1, j
 .  .We see that X l P V s B, since all points in P V have their limits inq q
 .  .  .P V , and all points in X have the limit p f P V . Let f : X ª P Vq q 1
 .  .  .denote the projection with centre P V . Since P V and P V areq 1 q
Cq-invariant subspaces, f is an equivariant finite morphism. We shall
prove that it is a closed embedding.
 .  .a d f : T X ª T P V is a monomorphism. Let K s ker d f. Ifpp p 1 p
 4  . q  .K / 0 , then P K is nonempty and C has a fixed point in P K . On the
other hand the tangent direction at p of the closure of a generic orbit in X
 .satisfies x / 0 and defines a fixed point in T X not in P K , since1, 1 p
 .x s 0 on P K . This is a contradiction.1, 1
 .  .  .b f is injective. Take w, z g X, w / z. Assume f w s f z . This
  ..   ..means that x f w s x f z for all j's. The same holds for the1, j 1, j
images uw and uz under the action of any u g Cq. The limiting position
of the secant through uw and uz as u ª ` determines a tangent direction
and hence a nonzero tangent vector ¨ g T X. An easy calculation showsp
 .  .  .that x ¨ s . . . s x ¨ s 0, so ¨ g ker d f, a contradiction with a .1, 1 1, N p1
Since f is a finite injective morphism, and d f is a monomorphism, itp
 .follows that f is a closed embedding. Since P V has only one fixed point1
p, the proposition is proved.
Proof of Theorem 3. In view of Lemma 4 and Proposition 5 we shall
assume from now on that
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 .1 P is a projective space with homogeneous coordinates x , . . . , x ,0 N
 . q  .2 C acts on P by u ¬ exp uA , where
0 1 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 1 . . . 0
. .A s ,. .. . 00 0 0 0 . . . 1
0 0 0 0 . . . 0
 . q3 X is a nonsingular C -invariant closed subvariety in P.
 .We denote the only fixed point 1, 0, . . . , 0 by p. Let D denote the
w xderivation of C x , . . . , x given by A, i.e., defined by0 N
x for i s 0, . . . , N y 1,iq1Dx si  0 for i s N.
 .Let I X be the homogeneous ideal of X.
 .   ..  .LEMMA 6. I X is D-in¨ariant, i.e., D I X ; I X .
Proof. This is obvious, since D is the differentiation along the orbits of
the action.
Since T X is a Cq-invariant subspace in T P, and since the action isp p
given by a one-block matrix, then T X is given in T P by equationsp p
x s 0, x s 0, . . . , x s 0, for some n X is nonsingular, hence n sn nq1 N
.1 q dim X . In particular, there exists a homogeneous polynomial F g
 .I X of some degree m, which has the linear part x after passing to then
 .affine coordinates x s 1 near p. This means that F contains as a0
summand the monomial x my 1 x , which we shall call the linear part of Fo n
 .  .at p. By Lemma 6, I X is D-invariant. Hence I X contains the whole
2 series of polynomials F, DF, D F, . . . . Geometrically, this series defines
q .the maximal C -invariant subset contained in the hypersurface F s 0.
Now we consider the action of the multiplicative group CU on P induced
by the action on C Nq1 with weights 0, 1, . . . , N, i.e., t ? x s
 2 N .  . Nq1 Ux , tx , t x , . . . , t x for x s x , . . . , x g C , t g C . For any0 1 2 N 0 N
w xpolynomial G g C x , . . . , x we say G is quasi-homogeneous of weight0 N
 . i  . U Nq1i, if G t ? x s t G x for any t g C , x g C . Let us write F as a sum
F s m N F , where for each i, F is quasi-homogeneous of weight i. Letis0 i i
 4k s min i: F / 0 . Of course F s 0, since p g X, and F / 0, since Fi 0 n n
contains x my 1 x . Hence 0 - k F n.0 n
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 . jRemark 7. If F s F s F , then all polynomials D F are quasi-ho-n k
mogeneous and hence X is both Cq- and CU-invariant. In this case the
rationality of X follows from the properties of the B-B decomposition,
U  wsince X is projective and nonsingular with isolated C -fixed points cf. 1,
x. w xTheorem 4.4 and Proposition 4.7 . See 5 for examples of such varieties.
If F / F we proceed as follows. We embed P in the product familyn
 4P = C as a fibre over 1 g C. We identify X ; P with X = 1 ; P = C.
q  .  .We extend the action of C to P = C putting u z, s s uz, s for u g
q U  .C , s g C, z g P. Also we define an action of C on P = C by t z, s s
 y1 . Utz, t s for t g C , s g C, z g P, where tz denotes the image of z under
U  . Uthe action of t g C on P defined above. Note that: 1 C -fixed points in
 . U qP = C are isolated, 2 the action of C normalizes the action of C , i.e.,
for any t g CU , u g Cq, y g P = C there exists uX g Cq such that tuy s
uX ty.
Let X U denote the closure of CU X in P = C. For any s g C let Xs
U  . Udenote the fibre over s g C in X . It follows from 2 above that X and
X for s g C are Cq-invariant subvarieties of P = C; moreover X U ands
X are CU-invariant.0
Since F s F vanishes on X, the quasi-homogeneous polynomiali
U U  . m N iyk 2F s F z, s s  s F s F q sF q s F q . . . vanishes onisk i k kq1 kq2
X U , and hence F vanishes on X .k 0
Our aim now will be to prove that X U is nonsingular. Let us study X0
first.
LEMMA 8. dim X - k.0
 4Proof. Write F s Gx q H, where a s max i: x occurs in F , G is ak a i k
polynomial in x , . . . , x , and H is a polynomial in x , . . . , x . We may0 a 0 ay1
assume that G does not vanish identically on X . Otherwise we replace F0 k
by G and repeat the procedure. At last we get a polynomial nonvanishing
 .on X possibly of degree 0 , quasi-homogeneous of weight F k.0
Let W be the subspace in P defined by x s x s . . . s x s 0 and let0 1 a
Z be the subspace defined by x s . . . s x s 0. Let p : X laq1 N 0
 .P y W ª Z denote the projection with centre W restricted to X . Take0
 .  .a point z g X l P y W such that G z / 0. Such a point exists: since0
all components of X contain p, none of them is contained in W. Then0
  .. y1  ..also G p z / 0. We see now that the fibre p p z is finite, since for
points in this fibre we may compute the values of x from the equationaq1
 .DK s 0 where D denotes the derivation , the values of x fromk aq2
2  .D F s 0 and so on, up to x . Therefore dim X s dim p X F dim Zk N 0 0
s a F k. If a - k, then we are done. If a s k, then F contains ak
monomial x my 1 x . In this case the projection onto the subspace x s0 a a
. . . s x s 0 gives the result.N
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LEMMA 9. X U is nonsingular.
Proof. Since X U is the closure of CU X, it is irreducible of dimension n.
X is a fibre of the projection X U ª C, hence dim X s n y 1. Since0 0
k F n, Lemma 8 implies that k s n, i.e., FU s F q sF q . . . . It isn nq1
enough to prove the nonsingularity of X U at its Cq-fixed points. Observe
that CU X is nonsingular, since it is isomorphic to CU = X. So it remains to
U  . qcheck that X is nonsingular at p, 0 , which is the only C -fixed point in
X U _ CU X. But the linear part of FU at this point is x , so we get ann
equation x s 0 for the tangent space T X U. In the same way wen  p, 0.
obtain equations x s 0, for j s 1, . . . , N y n from the polynomialsnq j
 j .U U UD F . Hence dim T X F n and therefore X is nonsingular. p, 0.
REMARK 10. It follows from the proof of the abo¨e lemma that X is0
nonsingular. Therefore we ha¨e obtained a deformation of X to a nonsingular
X , with Cq acting on each fibre, such that there is also a CU-action on the0
fibre X .0
Now we shall finish the proof of Theorem 3. Let q denote the point
w x  . U0, . . . , 0, 1 g P. Then q, 0 is the sink of the C -action on P = C, namely
U  4  .all C -orbits from the open subset x / 0 ; P = C have q, 0 as a limitN
for t ª `. Therefore q g X U , since otherwise X U and hence X would be
contained in the hyperplane x s 0. As we may write the CU-action onN
w x . w yN y1 x y1 .P = C in the form t x , . . . , x , s s t x , . . . , t x , x , t s , the0 N 0 Ny1 N
 .  .weights of the tangent action at q, 0 are yN, . . . , y1, y1 . Let M ;
T P = C denote the plane of weight y1.q, 0.
LEMMA 11. M ; T X U.q, 0.
 .  . .  4Proof. Let us take any point z, 1 s z , z , . . . , z , 1 g X = 1 with0 1 N
1q 2 . z / 0. Its C -orbit consists of points u ? z, 1 s z q uz q uN 0 1 2
. . Uz q . . . , z q uz q . . . , . . . , z q uz , z , 1 , which go under the C -2 1 1 Ny1 N N
1yN 2 yNq1 .   . action to points t ? u ? z, 1 s t z q uz q u z q . . . , t z q0 1 2 12
. y1 . . y1 .uz q . . . , . . . , t z q uz , z , t . Since the weight y1 occurs,2 Ny1 N N
U  .  .the closures of C orbits of u ? z, 1 are nonsingular at q, 0 . The tangent
w y1 xdirections are 0, . . . , 0, z z q u, 1 and clearly span M. It follows thatNy1 N
T X U contains M.q, 0.
By the above lemma and the complete reducibility of representations of
CU , it follows that T X U has the unique CU-invariant complement S in.q, 0
 4 UT P = C and S ; s s 0 . Let U denote the big cell in X correspond-q, 0.
w x . U 4 Uing to the sink, i.e., U s x , . . . , x , s g X : x / 0 . Then the C -0 N N
equivariant projection s : U ª T X U along S is an isomorphism of Uq, 0.
U  w x.onto T X see 4, Remark .q, 0.
We see that under the isomorphism s , the open dense subset U l X s
 4  4 UU l s s 1 is mapped onto the hyperplane s s 1 in T X . Thereforeq, 0.
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X is birationally equivalent to this hyperplane, and this ends the proof of
Theorem 3.
 .In the general case of an arbitrary tangent action , we do not know how
to obtain a nonsingular family similar to X U above.
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